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My greatest adventure in traditional music for the year 1993 and the most 
enjoyable for some good number of years was an investigation into the life and 
music of Pádraig O'Keeffe. He could be described in a number of ways: 

One of the most important and influential Munster fiddle-players this century. 
The last of the travelling fiddle-masters. 
A unique cultural happening who left his mark on the music of an area 
renowned for its rich style and repertoire. 
A colourful character second-to-none in the folklore of his native region, 
skilled in words and wit. 
An enigmatic man - known to all, yet apart from the people and who kept 
many of his personal feelings to himself. 

All of these things and more would fit and in the same way as O'Keeffe 
never sought recognition outside his own place, so in that place, the people have 
always known his importance. If nationally and beyond, the work of making 
four radio programmes about him, and helping in the issue of a set of recordings 
of his music do something for his memory and show the beauty ofhis music, 
then it becomes fully worthwhile. 

When I was a child it was sometimes the habit of my family to go to the 
house of Denis Murphy, one of Pádraig's pupils, at Lisheen, Gneeveguilla, and 
spend a few days. My brother Oliver played the fiddle and had a special grá for 
the Sliabh Luachra music and from him I learned tunes like 'The Doon Reel' and 
'Callaghan's Reel'. We often played them together not knowing that this was 
Sliabh Luachra music but enjoying it. Indeed if anyone talked in those times 
(c.1960-62) of regional styles, it all passed well over the head of the nine year 
old piper. 

Later, in 1975 and going to work in RTÉ as a researcher on the still young 
programme 'The Long Note', I heard the archive recordings of Denis Murphy, 
Paddy Cronin and Pádraig himself and the spark of love for rheir sryle of music 
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was renewed. So it stayed until lace 1992 when John Walsh, an RTÉ worker in 
the southern area and a fine fiddle-player and composer of tunes, suggested to 
roe that a programme be done on Pádraig's life and times, the reason being that 
a good number of his pupils were now themselves in the autumn of their lives 
and the memories of Pádraig should be saved. I can say for John that he 
persisted until a visit was made and I spoke to four of Pádraig's pupils for about 
half an hour each one night in Tom Fleming's pub in Scartaglen. These men, 
Sonny Riordan, Mickey Duggan, Paddy O'Connell and Páidí Gleeson spoke 
lovingly and warmly of their fiddle teacher and it now seemed that the complete 
story should be looked at - no-one could leave it at that. 

As time progressed, some forty people were spoken to and as much written 
material as was about was gathered. There were three previous principal pieces 
written about Pádraig and much credit goes to Alan Ward, Pat Feeley and 
Caoimhín Mac Aoidh. In particular there were three common myths about 
Pádraig which turned out not to be true, concerning his loss of job, courtship 
and death, and it was of special interest to discover the actual story as it 
happened. The famed longevity of the Sliabh Luachra people seemed to be true, 
and it was a happy occupation to sit in pubs, kitchens, studios and hotel 
bedrooms listening to people, many of them in their seventies and eighties, tell 
their tales of Pádraig. It can be recorded that everyone gave with complete 
generosity, a symb of the respect in which they held him. 

THE AREA 

It has almost become a joke, try ing to define the exact location of Sliabh 
Luachra, and the cliche 'a state of mind' is not as ridiculous as it sounds. The 
river Blackwater rises only a short distance from where Pádraig was born in 
Gleanntan and the poet Spenser talks about the 'Allow' as it is known 'tumbling 
from Sliabh Loghre steep'. Its source is a few miles north of Ballydesmond and 
this is certainly Sliabh Luachra. It is an upland area, not as economically 
favoured as the lowJands about, and in former times there were few roads. Not 
being so attractive for conquest as the surrounding area, the lrish language 
survived longer here and it was the area that gave birth to the poets Eoghan 
Rua 6 Suilleabháin and Aodhagán 6 Rathaile and later in Rathmore, Fr Patrick 
Dinneen of dictionary fame. Ciarán Mac Mathuna said to me that he felt that 
when th.e Irish language died out in Sliabh Luachra, the spirit of the tradition 
continued in the music and in people like Pádraig O'Keeffe. Nowadays this area 
takes in large parts of East Kerry, North Cork and West Limerick. County 
boundaries were never important in Sliabh Luachra and in the words of Con 
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Houlihan, a good friend of Pádraig, "'tis expanding every day ... 'tis consuming 
up the whole country.' 

PÁDRAIG'S EARLY YEARS 
It was certainly in Sliabh Luachra that Pádraig was born on 8 October 1887 at 
Gleanntán, Cordal, Castleisland. He was the eldest of eight children and his 

The O 'Keeffe house at Gleanntán Cross 
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parents were John Leahy O'Keeffe the principal of the local school and Margaret 
O'Callaghan of Doonasleen, south of Kishkeam in Co. Cork, a fiddle and 
concertina player from a very musical family. People did say to me that O'Keeffe 
senior was a good dancer but the music in Padraig came definitely from the 
mother's side. 
A custom at that time was for the eldest child to be fostered in the home of the 
maternal grandparents and Padraig went to live in Doon with the O'Callaghans. 
He stayed a good while as a school record from Urnmeraboy, the nearest school 
to Doon, shows him still there at the age of fifteen. 

A major influence on his music was his uncle Callaghan O'Callaghan, a 
fiddle-player who emigrated to the United States and unusually for that time 
returned to Ireland having spent up to twenty years in a settlement in Ohio. 
Pádraig told of being able to tune the fiddle at the age of four years and it is 
certain that he got a lot of music from Cal O'Callaghan. He may also have picked 
up other traits from Cal, who was known to enjoy playing music late into the 
night. In later years Padraig's brother Bill O'Keeffe recalled one night going to 
bed while Pádraig was playing the fiddle in the kitchen of the house. At the time 
of Bill's going to bed the moon was shining in one window of the bedroom and 
when he awoke the moon was shining in the window on the opposite s ide of the 
room, showing that Pádraig was still playing several hours later. The story is 
aJso told that when Padraig's mother died, he spent an entire night alone in his 
house, playing the fiddle. 

He went to secondary school in Ballydesmond (known at that time by the 
older name of Kingwilliamstown) and he told one person of fair days in the 
town when he used to get up at five o'clock in the morning to earn a small sum 
of money from the farmers for helping then1 in the work of driving cattle to the 
fair in 'Williamstown'. He retalled liking a fair day in town because he was able 
to go around the backs of pubs and take a drink from the pint glasses left down 
on d1e windowsills by the unsuspecting customers. He also remembered one day 
being sent to Ballydesmond for two purchases: rings for a sow and strings for 
the fiddle. He came back with the strings but forgot the rings. 

TEACHING SCHOOL 

When his secondary schooling was over, he went to Dublin to train as a teacher. 
We know little of this time in his life and no official records are available to 
show where he trained. On his return to Kerry he taught school in a couple of 
places before taking his father's job as school principal in Gleanntán. His father 
was ill at this time and died shortly afterwards on 30 April 1915. Less tharr a 
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month after this Pádraig was appointed as principal and the other teacher in the 
school was his sister Nora O'Keeffe who later married a man called Carmody. 

It is worth saying something about his father John O'Keeffe and this aspect 
of Pádraig's history has been thoroughly researched by Pat Feeley. O'Keeffe 
senior was a severe man and his time as principal was marked by court cases 
and boycotts and even a refusal by his own brother to pay school fees on the 
basis that he was part owner of the house where John O'Keeffe was living. 

It seems probable that Pádraig was pushed into teaching and he did say this 
to a number of people. By contrast with his father, he was easy going and kind 
in the classroom and on occasions would play the fiddle in the school for one of 
the pupils who was a good dancer. However, his heart was not in the job and he 
was frequently absent and was burning the candle at both ends. The 
correspondence from the educational authorities shows very clearly, via extracts 
from inspectors' reports that dissatisfaction with his performance was 
increasing. The frequently told story about his being in castleisland drinking 
when the school inspector arrived in the town and his refusing an offer by the 
local hackney-man to delay the inspector until he coµld get out to the school, 
may or may not be true, but it wasn't his last day at work. Two of the pupils 
who were present in the classroom told me of a sort of showdown between 
Pádraigand a new teacher by the name of Gleeson who arrived one day. After 

about an hour of them both holding their ground, the new teacher commenced 
to call the roll. Pádraig started to leave and the new teacher told him to take the 
fiddle with him. His service finished on 30 June 1920 despite efforts on the part 
of his mother to save his job. Except for the loss of his salary he seemed to have 
no regrets and often told people he was sorry he hadn't gone sooner. He tried 
his hand at cattle-dealing and worked for about a year as a civil servant in 
Tralee but eventually he started the work which was the important part of his 
life - that of the travelling music-master. Asked once about the loss of the 
money from school-teaching he replied that he could make more from the fiddle 
'if I minded it'. 

COURTSHIP 

Pádraig only ever seems to have bad one serious relationship. This was with a 
local girl called Abbie Scollard. It lasted a good while but when the time came 
his mother did not approve on grounds that he should marry in his own social 
class, i.e. the teaching profession. He seems not to have objected and Abbie 
went out to Chicago. Paddy Cronin met her there in later years and recalls her as 
being happily married, expressing no regret nor any bad feelings towards 
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Pádraig. This was his last venture in that particular field and we can only 
wonder what would have happened had he married. Doubtless a radically 
different lifestyle would have been required and much less fiddle-playing and 
teaching would have taken place. He was henceforth a confirmed bachelor, 
living alone with his mother until her death and acquiring a reputation as a 
good cook and baker of bread. He once defined a bachelor as 'a person who 
could pull on his socks from either end'. 

TEACHING MUSIC 

By all accounts he was a good teacher of the fiddle - patient, interesting, well 
able to impart his knowledge and in no hurry with the pupils. They sometimes 
came to his house - a fine two storey building still standing but now derelict -
but more often he visited the homes of the pupils. He would write usually five 
tunes for 2/6, i.e. 6d a tune. Sometimes he would ·write more. Paddy Cronin 
recalls him leaving thirteen tunes at his house on one occasion 'when he was on 
a writing spree'. He would take whatever money was offered and one feature 
which comes through strongly is the welcome he received in the houses he 
visited. Having written the tunes he would play them for his pupils and then 
leave them to be learned for the next visit, with the advice to 'play the hardest 
tune first'. None of his pupils I spoke to can recall playing music with Pádraig 
for the reason that he never brought a fiddle with him on these visits. Instead 
the pupil's instrument would be swapped back and forth. 

HIS TABLATUR.E SYSTEM 

He could write the normal staff notation but preferred a system he developed 
himself. This used the four spaces between five lines drawn on a sheet of paper 
to show the four strings of a fiddle and then he used figures o, l, 2, 3, 4 to 
show the fingers of the left hand with 0 representing an open string. Smaller 
figures were used for grace notes, strokes above the figures to show groups of 
notes to be played together and also the correct bowing and it was a simple and 
highly effective way of teaching music. He told one pupil that if he had to write 
music in the conventional way he would go blind and to this day many 
hundreds of tunes survive in the possession of his pupils. He was generous with 
his repertoire and could write music without referring to the instrument, as one 
person said 'he could write a tune if there wasn't a fiddle within a thousand 
miles of him'. Backs of calendars, cigarette boxes, etc. were all used to write 
music and a complete study of the music left by Pádraig has been done by 
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Caoimhin Mac Aoidh. This system was not only used by Padraig for the fiddle, it 
was adapted for the accordion, uilleann pipes, concertina, a pipe band and even 
the saxophone. Johnny O'Leary recalls the first time he met Willie Clancy. It was 
in the company of Pádraigwho wrote out some slides and polkas for Willie who 
then handed them to Denis Murphy who was also present. Denis played them 
and they were note perfect. Willie put a £5 note in Pádraig's pocket 'who didn 't 
know himself for a week after'. 

If it ever happens, a great service to the music of Sliabh Luachra and indeed 
that of the whole country will be the work of publishing a written collection of 
Padraig's tunes. The raw material is there and it would release a substantial 
number of new tunes, many of them of great beauty, into the repertoire of 
practising musicians. 

PÁDRAIG'S STYLE 

Not being a fiddle-player myself, I am unable to describe his style in playing in any 
detail or with any authority. It is of course very attractive and various descriptions 
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were of 'sweet' music with 'no scratching'. One person told me tl1at Pádraighad 'a 
caoin' in his music that was instantly recognisable. Another said he was 'different 
from the hearty players ... his music was lonesome, Pádraig was a lonely man at 
times'. There was a wide view that he always liked to play slowly and was very fond 
of variation when playing a tune. His bowing was said to be a special feature. The 
best description I have of Pádraig's style comes from Séamus Ennis: 'It was a light, 
agile, flowing style with a wonderful pulsating vigour in the dance rhythms with a 
tendency to gay, wild abandon in the slides and polkas. He had two distinct reel 
tempos, a lilting virtuoso and a galloping dance. He bowed a lot or slurred a lot as 
taste dictated. His taste was impeccable and his touch clean. He told me he had his 
bowing system from the old Sliabh Luachra fiddle players Tom Billy and Callaghan 
and others. I am no expert on the bow but I remember Pádraig finishing his fast 
music on the up-bow and I have noticed his pupils do the same. This makes for a 
reversal in places and I think it is the hallmark of the O'Keeffe style'. 

TUNES 

One remarkable thing emerged when it came to hearing about the type of tunes 
Pádraig preferred. Although slides and polkas are justly noted music in Sliabh 
Luachra it seems he cared little for them. He wrote them because of the demand in 
the area but when it came to sitting down to play himself, he seldom if ever played a 
slide or a polka. Reels and hornpipes and to a lesser extent jigs were his favourites 
and in the words of one of his pupils, 'the crosser they were, the better he liked 'em'. 
He did play for dancers but was known to deliberately break a string in order to get 
away if he had had enough. If there were good dancers then he put 'great vehement' 
into his music but often felt uncomfortable if the dancers wanted the music fast. 
When one of his pupils returned to play a tune Pádraig had recently taught him, the 
perceptive teacher was immediately able to notice that the pupil had been playing for 
sets - due to some change in style that was apparent. To judge from the recordings 
he has left us, he often liked to play a tune many times round before changing into 
the next tune and often effected the change at the end of the first rather than the 
more conventional second part. 

REPERTOIRE 

He seems to have had a large number of tunes - those he learned from hearing 
the older players, tunes he was able to read from O'Neill's and other collections 
and also many tunes he heard on the radio. He must have had a quick ear and 
Caoimhin Mac Aoidh has noticed from the many manuscripts of Pádraig's music . . 
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that have survived and were dated by him, that as the years progressed the 
selections and types of tunes broadened out, reflecting the way the music 
became more mobile through musicians travelling more to meet one another, as 
well as the influence of radio. Denis Murphy remarked to Johnny O'Leary that 
when Pádraig died, an enormous number of tunes 'went down in the coffin with 
him'. Johnny O'Leary said that there were many occasions that Pádraig often 
came up with a whole night of previously unheard of tunes and the wonder of 
this 'put us looking at one another'. 

Padraig O'Keeffe and Johnny O'Leary in Lyons' Bar, Scartaglen. 

SLOW AIRS 
Listening to Pádraig's playing of slow-airs it seems that this was a very special 
part of his music. He had the ability to go to the heart of the tune and selected 
his airs with great taste, preferring the older 'bigger' airs. He was very fond of 
singing although he wasn't a great singer as in the words of one person who 
knew him, 'he couldn't carry a note in a bucket'. This interest in song may have 
led him to the singular expression of feeling in his airs and to listen to his 
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playing of the air 'The Banks of the Danube' (also known as 'The Wounded 
Hussar') is a sufficient exercise to tell us of his very special ability in this field. 
One story he told was of walking through a field and suddenly seeing a wild bull 
rushing at hlm. His remedy was to take out the fiddle and play 'An Cúilfhionn' 
whereupon the bull stopped in its tracks and listened. The moral of this was that 
if a wild bull could be so taken in this way with music, so much more should we 
appreciate it! I also heard from a number of people that be was able as an exhi-
bition piece to play the 'Cúilfhionn' with the fiddle behind his back. Another 
trick of his was to use a large metal door-key, held in his mouth as a mute to 
change the tone of the fiddle and imitate the sound of a child crying in the air 
'The Old Man Rocking the Cradle', and a recording of this still exists. 

OWNING A FIDDLE 

For much of his life Pádraig had no fiddle, except one which he left out in the 
rain during a session. When he remembered where he left it, it was much 
damaged and in keeping with his habit of referring to the fiddle as his 'wife', he 
remarked of this instrument that as a result of the damage done by the rain 'she 
got rheumatics and was never any good to me after that'. 

He seldom brought a fiddle on his long walks around Sliabh Luachra. He 
would use the pupils' fiddles in the houses where he called at night, and there 
were fiddles hanging on the walls of various pubs where he visited. In 
Ballydesmond in one pub, he used a pencil as a makeshift peg on the fiddle 
which was there for his convenience and when he was asked the purpose of this 
he replied that the pencil was there to note down any extra flow of pints that 
came his way as his memory wasn't too good. 

PÁDRAIG AT NIGHT 

When whatever teaching of music for the day was over, Pádraig's destination at 
night was the pub in places like Scartaglen, Castleisland, Ballydesmond, Brosna 
etc. He liked to have the 'entrance fee', the price of the first drink, and after that 
if he was playing music or talking on in good company then people would 
usually stand him further drinks. He was a great conversationalist and could 
spin out a story for his listeners benefit. A book could be filled with Pádraig's 
stories and the tales told about him and the great body of these is remarkable, 
being addded to yet, and his is a most enduring memory in the folklore of Sliabh 
Luachra. One story I heard concerned a courtcase which followed an incident 
where Pádraig was walk ing along the road a nd came upon two of his 
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neighbours having an altercation. He was called as a witness and the judge who 
was friendly with him said, 'Now Mr O'Keeffe, tell us about this row'. Pádraig 
replied, 'You could not call it a row, no stroke was struck, but each side called 
the other a considerable amount of hoors and bastards!' 

RELIGION, POLITICS AND PÁDRAIG'S DOG 

By many accounts Pádraig had a lax view of religion and there are many stories 
of his humourous comments delivered in a low confidential voice. One story 
related by Denis Murphy concerns an occasion when he suggested that Pádraig 
come with him to confession. The reply which probably holds a deal of truth was 
'Confession? I have no sins only eating my nails and grinning!' It is noteworthy 
that in his stay in hospital in Tralee where he died, he is reported to have made 
a last confession. 

For a good few years, he had the companionship of a small terrier who 
sometimes preceded his arrival in the pub by five or ten minutes. Stories about 
the dog are many and the animal's name can be found out by a discreet enquiry 
amongst those people who knew him in Sliabh Luachra. Pádraig is said to have 
read many newspapers and books but had no strong political sympathies. One 
story concerns an afternoon he spent in a pub at the time when an election was 
in progress. When one of the parties' canvassing groups came into the pub they 
offered him a drink which he accepted. Later on, the other party visited and did 
likewise. When Pádraigwas asked about the principle of accepting drink from 
both parties, he replied by enquiring what did the contents of the bottles know 
about politics!. 

VIEWS OF PÁDRAIG 

There is no doubt that there was a mixed view of him in the area. Amongst 
music lovers, his pupils and their families and his friends he was held in 
enormous respect and appreciation. However there were those who looked down 
on him for his way of life and consumption of drink. In particular, he was seen 
as having let down the teaching profession by not holding on to his job in 
Gleanntán school. As perhaps with any highly talented individual, he was seen 
as a man apart and commanded respect for his erudition and wit. For someone 
so gregarious, it is a remarkable thing that he was also very private and seldom 
spoke of the big events in his life, such as his one courtship or the loss of his 
teaching job. If he did speak of these things it was usually as a way for him to 
further exercise his skill in witty speech. He is always spoken of as honest and 
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with one exception, related by Con Houlihan, peaceful: A little-talented fiddle-
player forced himself into a situation where Pádraig was playing. As this 
unwanted presence ruined the session by insisting on playing along,Pádraig hit 
him a dig, something which might gladden the hearts of many sensitive 
musicians, whatever about the greater public. 

He was never openly critical of other musicians or their music but did have 
strong opinions about what he regarded as good or bad playing, which he would 
express to close friends or to his pupils. He told Paddy Cronin about his dislike of 
technical or mechanical playing and told another friend about hearing a 
showband leader who played the fiddle in a very flamboyant style 'He was 
producing not music but noise'. He once said of a pupil who was making no 
progress in learning the fiddle that it would be easier teaching 'prayers to a 
banbh' than teaching music to him. Visitors to the area from other parts of the 
country had great time for Pádraig and one famous man of music, the late 
Proinnsias Ó Ceallaigh who used to visit the school in Gleanntan in his capacity 
as a Department of Education schools' inspector, always called to see Pádraigwho lived next door to the school and spent hours with him talking about music. 

Padraig O'Keeffe dancing ar Fleadh Cheoil na htireann, Thur/es. 1959. PlayingJor 
him arc twoofhis mosrJamous pupils. /eny McCarthy (left) and Denis Murphy. 

CHARACTER 
A fine tall man over six foot in height is how people remember Pádraig, with a 
big nose and 'big soft eyes and ears'. He was a prodigious walker covering up to 
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thirty miles a day in his travels. If he were far from home at the end of his day 
then he would spend the night in the last house he visited, but as people re-
member, be would sleep in an armchair in the kitchen in preference to a bed. On 
one occasion when he spent the night in a house with a reputation for fleas he 
said that when he looked at his chest in the morning it was 'like the page of a 
music book'. He occasionally travelled on a bicycle if he had the use of one and 
a celebrated story concerns the owner of one bicycle loaned to Pádraigsome 
weeks before and now required to be returned. When asked for it back Pádraig 
opened bis mouth and asked the owner to 'look down and see if the handlebars 
were sticking up inside'. Another time when he arrived in the early morning in 
castleisland having travelled on the roof-rack of a car, he was asked how had he 
come to the cown that day, 'airborne' he replied. 

He had a great ability to imitate and mimic and Séamus Ennis remembers his 
laugh as 'a sort of snort - a nasal explosion which in itself was a further cause 
for mirth'. He was very fond of smoking - Woodbines being his favourite brand. 
When things were going well he would say that he was 'purring'. If the music 
and drink were flowing, then he was 'purring highly'; or alternatively r.hat he 
was 'bogging in happifiess'. If he didn't get a lift home at the end of the night, it 
was often his habit to set out walking to Gleanntán and one person recalls that 
if he overtook Pádraig on the road, after a short conversation. Pádraig would 
say 'sit up now on that bicycle and ride away for yourself - I want to talk to 
myself', and that he liked to relive all the events of the night in his mind as be 
made his solitary way home. 

His youngest brother Cal O'Keeffe who worked in a draper's shop in 
Castleisland was very considerate in sending him groceries out to Gleanntán and 
Pádraigmay have been conscious of Cal's feelings to judge from one story I 
heard. A group of people including Padraig set out to attend a race meeting in 
Bantry and the fiddle was brought along for some busking. But when Pádraig 
saw a friend of cal in Bantry he dismissed all thoughts of busking for fear news 
of this would get back to cal. 

RECORDING 

PádraigO'Keeffe never travelled much outside his own area and never 
considered emigration to the US having read about it and coming to the 
conclusion 'that it wasn't a great place'. Staying at home meant that he never 
got the chance to make 78rpm records as did the great Sligo fiddle-players 
Coleman, Morrison and Killoran who did emigrate. His first known recordings 
were in the late 1940s for the Folklore Commission. Then in 1948 and 1949 
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Séamus Ennis made some fine recordings of him for Raidi6 Éireann. Although 
he was already sixty years old, it is very good playing and we are lucky that 
these were made and preserved. The question can be asked as to how wonderful 
a fiddle-player he was at twenty, thirty, forty or fifty years old, but he surely 
played well for Séamus Ennis and this could be due to the great liking and 
empathy there was between the two men, both fine players, lovers of good 
1nusic, drink and humour. In the words of one person who witnessed Séamus' 
extended visits to Sliabh Luachra, he was 'Pádraig's lollipop'. 

Paddy Cronin remembers Séamus recording Pádraig and Denis Murphy 
playing together in Lyons Pub in Scartaglen. The microphone was of a type 
which resembled a turkey's neck and after recording some music Pádraig looked 
at the microphone and said, 'what am I doing here in front of a turkey?' and got 
up from the chair and played no more that night. Séamus told Johnny O'Leary 
that O'Keeffe was 'the best he ever heard' and that it was a pity he didn't know 
him twenty years sooner. In 1952 Séamus again visited Padraig to 1nake more 
recordings this time for the BBC and these are available on a record on the Topic 
label Kerry Fiddles, Volume 1. Many of the tunes Séamus played on the pipes he 
acknowledged as having come from Pádraig and upon O'Keeffe's death he said 
he missed him dearly. In 1955 Diane Hamilton and Liam Clancy visited for a 
recording session and one track of Pádraig is to be heard on an album called The 
Lark in the Morning. This is the only occasion when he made a recording for a 
commercial disc company. 

In the late 1950s, Ciaran Mac Mathuna recorded him in Scartaglen, 
Castleisland and once in Abbeyfeale in 1957. It was on this occasion that 
Pádraig spoke the only words that have survived on tape from him - the title of 
the air he played and in response to the question, 'where is Gleanntán?' he 
replied, 'where the bog is'. 

Aindrias 6 Gallch6ir, working out of RTÉ in Cork, recorded him several times 
in the late sos and early 60s - the contact person for the sessions usually being 
Con Houlihan who was very close to Pádraig. Aindrias remembers him as not 
being at his best in these recordings and having little to say, but he emphasised 
the importance of O'Keeffe as a source of music in Sliabh Luachra and pointed 
out that Pádraigknew his worth to the people of that area and cared little 
whatever opinion was held of him outside of Sliabh Luachra. He describes 
O'Keeffe as a 'minstrel'. 

There are other private recordings of Padraig, one made by Timmy Browne 
in the mid-1950s where there arc good solo tunes including a very fine version 
with three parts of 'Morrison's Jig' and also some duets with his sister Nora 
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Carmody who played the concertina. A tape in the possession of Mrs Breda 
O'Sullivan of Killarney also contains so1ne good tunes played by Pádraig and 
Nora including a slow polka version of 'The Palatine's Daughter'. 

There can also be heard nine tunes which Pádraigrecorded for RTÉ radio, 
date and place unknown, but Cork in 1960 is a possibility. These are very good 
and include some tunes which were later arrivals to the Sliabh Luachra 
repertoire. 

The recordings available commercially of Pádraig are: 
Kerry Fiddles, Volume 1, Topic Records, 12T309, t 977. With solos from 
Pádraig. Also features duets and trios with Denis Murphy and Julia Clifford. 
The Sliabh Luachra Fiddle Master, RTÉ, 1993, CD/Cassette. Over one hour of 
his music from the t 948/9 recordings made by Séamus Ennis and including 
two duets with Denis Murphy. 
The Lark in the Morning, Tradition Label, TLP 1004, 1955. Features one 
slide from Pádraig and a notable feature of this recording session in 1955 by 
Diane Hamilton is a famous photograph, taken by Liam Clancy who was also 
on that recording expedition, of Pádraig holding the fiddle, bow and a glass 
of stout. 
Other recordings are held in the Folklore Department of UCD, The Irish 
Traditional Music Archive, the RTÉ Sound Archive a nd by private 
individuals. 

Radio programmes about Pádraig held in the RTÉ Archive are: 
The Last of the Fiddle Masters, Pat Feely. 1975. 
Padraig O'Keeffe - the Sliabh Luachra Fiddle Master, Four programmes by 
Peter Browne. 1993. 
Another programme I cannot trace is The Heart of the Kingdom made in the 
early 1960s by Aindrias 6 Gallch6ir and highly spoken of by those who 
heard it in transmission. 

FlNAL YEARS 

In his last years, people remember Pádraig as being in decline, eating less, 
playing less and drinking more, but it is well worth noting that considering the 
life he led of long walking in all weather, to reach seventy five years is not at all 
a bad achievement and many might be glad of it. 

At Christmas 1962 there was a large and long snowfall which lasted up to 
seven weeks. Pádraig lived in an upland area and had great difficulty in getting 
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from his house to the nearby towns and viUages. He did manage to get out on a 
couple of occasions, once to Gneeveguilla where he is reported to have had a 
good deal to drink and also to castleisland where he met Con Houlihan. Bearing 
in mind that Pádraig lived at the Crossroads in Gleanntan, it is a highly 
humourous comment he made to Con, that he had been tortured on the cross in 
Gleanntán for seven weeks whereas Jesus Christ had only a few hours there! 

At the beginning of February he spent a week, trapped by the weather, in 
castleisland and stayed in the public house in the Main Street owned by Tom 
and Mary McCarthy. They are sure he had pneumonia at this time and he ate 
nothing during the whole week and also played very little music, spending most 
of the time dozing in an armchair. When the weather eased up, a neighbour 
from Gleanntán, Paddy Jones, drove him home. The weather was so cold that at 
the time Tom McCarthy remembers the water turning to ice in a customer's glass 
iu the pub and when Pádraig arrived back in his house in Gleanntán it was very 
cold since there had been no fire lit in it for at least a week. The following morn-
ing Pádraig told Paddy Jones it was so cold that he had been unable to sleep all 
night. Paddy built a fire for him and later Pádraig called him again to the house 
to show him the steam rising from the blankets on his bed, remarking that 'It 
would remind you of a fog that would be over in London before Christmas'. His 
wit it seems was with him to the last. 

A common story about Pádraig is that he fell at his gate going into his house and 
was so weak that he spent the night there before being found in the morning. To 
the local people in Gleanntán this is held to be untrue and that it never happened. 

After about a week Bridget Jones suggested to her husband Paddy that 
Pádraig was getting worse and that his brother Cal in castleisland should be 
sent for. cal came and it was decided that he should see the doctor and was then 
taken to Saint catherine's Hospital in Tralee. Bridget gave him his last mug of 
tea leaving Gleanntán and remembers him being very sick and 'glad to be go-
ing'. On the drive with Paddy, he stopped at the post office in Cordal to collect 
the old age pension of five shillings and bought cigarettes. Again he is remem-
bered here as being very sick. After a stop for one 'hot one' in McCarthy's he 
was driven to the hospital. He shook hands with both Mary and Tom McCarthy 
which is something he had never before done and they recall that he did not 
look well. 

It seems he was in hospital for about a week. but was often up and about and 
expecting to go home. Many of his good friends heard that he was likely to 
recover and did not visit for this reason. However a publican from Ballydes- 
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mond, Bob Walsh, and a friend of his Timmy 'Curney' O'Sullivan, a postman, 
did visit and brought him a drink. He told them he was going to confession the 
following day. 

His last visitors were his brother Cal, Tom and Mary Mccarthy and another 
man now deceased. The Mccarthys had just arrived and Cal went to speak to 
another patient in the ward who was also from Corda!. Pádraig shook hands 
with Tom and then suddenly and peacefully slipped away. It is vividly recalled 
by the McCarthys and Tom said that he was gone 'like you'd blow out a candle'. 
This was on 22 February 1963. 

Con Houlihan contacted Raidi6 Eireann (Aindrias Ó Gallch6ir) and it was 
announced on the radio the following day. His funeral from Castleisland to 
Kilmurry cemetery where he was buried in the family plot was one of the biggest 
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ever seen in the area. He used to say himself that when he died he would go to 
neither heaven nor hell but to 'Fiddlers Green' which was eight miles below hell 
and that 'you'd need all steel strings on the fiddle as any other string wouldn't 
be able to stand up to the pressure of the heat'. 

His grave can still be seen at Kilmurry as can the house and school at 
Gleanntán where a fine monument has been recently erected in bis memory. 
There is also a bust of him in the square at Scartaglen where he so often played 
and a visit to castleisland, Brosna, Ballydesmond, Gneeveguilla and the other 
places he walked, played and talked would be a journey in his footsteps. The 
most enduring legacy he left however, is his 111ark on almost every player and 
every tune, in an area where the music is of the highest and most unique beauty 
and where the memories are abundant, strong and deeply loving of 'The Last of 
the Fiddle Masters' - Pádraig O'Keeffe, RIP. 

Peter Browne 
Dublin 




